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About This Game

Drumpf: Rise Up, Libertonia! is an erotic 2D RPG set in the fictional land of Amerika.

In Drumpf: Rise Up, Libertonia!, you take the mantle of Drumpf; once God-Emperor of the super-continent of Amerika, yet
now downtrodden and deposed by his former compatriots. Once revered as a bastion of freedom and democracy, the super-
continent of Amerika has been corrupted by the Usurpers; dictators who helped overthrow the rightful rulers of the world.

Features

 Your party consists of 4 characters, each with their own unique skills and class.

 Turn-based JRPG combat system.

 Escape from a dangerous prison with the help of The Betrayed Senator, Gurney-san Wasabi!

 Join forces with Maelys Le Plume to rid Déchu of the terrorists plaguing its once-beautiful shores.
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 Aid Meow Tse-Tung in liberating Suborno of the Bad Hombres that have damaged the Great Wall of Libertonia!

 A bunch of dungeons and puzzles to explore!

 Over 40 enemies!

 21 Unique bromides to collect!

 Over 40 piece of armor and weapons.

 Over 20 minutes of original music.
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10/10 game much fun such greatness do play with friends. The gameplay is great. Well, this game is intense and rewarding for
smart playstyle, it is simple in some ways, but really hard in some moments, I mean, really hard, so if you are fan of hardcore
games this game for you! And also I cannot forget that its really atmospheric and really interesting storyline(but you have play a
lot to get bits of story behind this game).
Amazing soundtrack and sound effects, voice acting is really really good!
So if you are want a challange and like hardcore games this game MUST be in your library!. Great puzzle-game with a very nice
artstyle. Good and easy riddles, a little bit short. Watch my video of the first levels or try the demo. I recommend the game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/y9HGjd644Q0. HORRID Controls,, no graphical control which results in you being unable to read jack..
yeah it's pretty dead. Interesting themes. Still a bit rough around the edges - but has a lot of potential. Basically if you want to
experience this game properly at the moment, you should get a few friends together and use PLAY ONLINE from the main
menu. This will put you in a forest map where you can each start building your own bases using 'B' as default bind. Then you
defend \/ battle (usually for an item). First team to 16 rounds wins.

PROS:
*Base building
*Great original artwork (Steampunk weapons \/ mech bot)
*Online capabilities \/ multiplayer
*Open world \/ sandbox environments
*Dedicated servers provided by developers
*Free soundtrack (very unique..i like it)

CONS:
*Certain areas FPS drop
*Needs proper bind options (have to use console for now)
*Grenade glitches \/ animations
*Water glitches
*Other gameplay bugs

This game is early access so, these things should be fixed by the time the campaign mode is out.
. I have spent countless hours playing the non-steam version of the game, and it's trully a hidden gem. It's a great
dynasty/economic and political simulator, and you can really feel like you and your family owns the town when you're the
mayor and your sons are the judge and the captain of the guards.

Once you get over the somewhat underwhelming animations it's a very solid title.
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This easy and fun to select and adjust a fitness joteunge. Can't really say much about it, there is nothing bad about the game, it's
fun and the mechanics are innovative. A great game to play with friends.. Not recommend can't play as Spice Girls
. can you please help me this game shuts down on me alot. Goofiest goober Canny
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